Charlie Mitter Travel Award
Form CMTA-1
Deadline: January 15th

Name: 
Address: 
Email: 
Advisor(s): 

Priority Ranking: circle each number that applies and include relevant documentation. A maximum priority rating of three (3) is possible.

a. Not received grant before? = +1
b. Presented a poster at the meeting for which TG is requested? = +1
c. Presented a talk at the meeting for which TG is requested? = +2

NOTE: If applicant presented both a poster and a talk, only +2 points may be given.

Tabulate your Priority Rank = 

Assessment: Please only use integers for scoring. Assign a ‘Final Rank’ for each packet relative to all other packets you are judging. The packet with the highest ‘Total score’ would be assigned a rank of ‘1’, the highest possible rank. If two or more packets have equal ‘Total scores’, re-judge equal packets and reassign Final Ranks. Examine all packets prior to assigning points.

1) Quality of CV. (Rank 1-4, 4 highest)
Relative to other CVs in this consideration group, has this applicant regularly contributed (considering time at UM, at other programs)?
Score: 

2) Contribution of presentation to applicant’s CV. (Rank 1-4, 4 highest)
Relative to other packets being considered, how much does this presentation enhance the present CV?
Score: 

3) Quality of Presentation Abstract (Rank 1-4, 4 highest)
Does this Abstract include clear elements of good research (informative and accurate, proof read, includes results and conclusions)?
Score: 

4) Priority Rank: obtain value from section above
Score: 

Total score: 

Final Rank: (ex. 1 of 3 evaluated)